Abstract. In this note, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a maximum-likelihood estimate of a subset of the proportions in a mixture of specified distributions. From these conditions, we derive likelihood equations satisfied by the maximum-likelihood estimate and discuss a successive-approximations procedure suggested by these equations for numerically evaluating the maximum-likelihood estimate. It is shown that, with probability for large samples, this procedure converges locally to the maximumlikelihood estimate whenever a certain step-size lies between 0 and 2. Furthermore, optimal rates of local convergence are obtained for a step-size which is bounded below by a number between and 2.
., m; (ii) Y'=I ai =/3. In this note, we assume that /3 and the density functions p0,'" ", P,, are known, and we address the problem of numerically estimating d , the vector of unknown mixture proportions, on the basis of a given sample {Xk}k=l,...,r of independent observations on x.
To be more specific, we define a maximum-likelihood estimate of d , based on the given sample, to be a choice of d which satisfies the constraints (i) and (ii) The results given here generalize those of [2] , in which a restricted iterative procedure is considered in the special case fl 1 (4) ff (ff)= (1-e)ff +eA(d) for any number e. (Of course, (4) becomes (3) when e 1.) Note that the continuous nonlinear operator A maps the constraint set into itself. For any e and any d in the constraint set, the components of (d) sum to 1; however, the components of (d) are guaranteed to be nonnegative for all d in the constraint set only if 0_-< e _-< 1.
The iterative procedure suggested by (4) (By the remarks preceding the theorem, the probability is 1 that this occurs for large N.) Assuming 0 < e < 2, we must show that, with probability 1 as N approaches infinity, an inequality of the form (6) holds.
For any norm on R", one can write In this expression, '@,(c) denotes the m xm matrix whose i/'th entry is the ith component of (a/aai)(d). It follows that the first statement of the theorem will be proved if it can be shown that, with probability 1 as N approaches infinity, there exist a norm II" I I on R" and a number A, 0-< A < 1, for which an inequality of the form holds for all 37 in the subspace To prove the second statement of the theorem, suppose that N >= m, that c lies in the interior of the constraint set, and that p0,'" ", p,, are analytic as well as linearly independent. Repeating the above argument with only minor changes, one obtains the desired result by finally observing that, as a consequence of the lemma in Appendix 2 of [3] , O is positive-definite on with probability 1 whenever N => m. This completes the proof of the theorem.
4. The optimal e. The corollary of Theorem 2 may be summarized by saying that, if ci lies in the interior of the constraint set, then, with probability 1 for large samples, the iterates defined by (5) converge locally to the maximum-likelihood estimate ff whenever 0 < e < 2. Thus the iterative procedure (5), which is a generalized steepest-ascent (deflected-gradient) method, has the particularly important property of converging locally to ff whenever the step-size e lies in an interval which is completely independent of the particular mixture problem at hand. Furthermore, if e is no greater than 1, then the successive iterates defined by (5) are guaranteed to remain in the constraint set. It is readily ascertained that these properties are not shared by the usual steepest-ascent procedure, given by (q+l) [__ We now observe that there exists a particular value of e, referred to as "the optimal e ", which yields, with probability 1 for large samples, the fastest uniform rate of local convergence of (5) near d. Indeed, suppose that d is an interior point of the constraint set and that V(d) is positive-definite on . (Recall that, with probability 1, these assumptions are valid for large samples.) Then one sees from the proof of Theorem 2 that the optimal e is the unique value of e which minimizes the spectral radius of V(cT)= I-eO, regarded as an operator on g. (V(d) is symmetric on with respect to the inner product (., defined previously. Consequently, its operator norm with respect to this inner product is equal to its spectral radius and, hence, minimal.) It is easily verified that the optimal e is given by 1-e" eo-1, i.e., e 2/(0 + '), where O and r are, respectively, the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the operator Q restricted to It is shown in the proof of Theorem 2 that p is never greater than 1. Thus the optimal e is bounded below by 2/(1 / -), where -lies between 0 and 1. In particular, this lower bound on the optimal e lies between 1 and 2. It should be noted that, if O is strictly less than 1, then the optimal e is actually greater than 2, even though Theorem 2 fails to guarantee the local convergence of (5) for such values of e. We also observe that, despite the fact that the Markov matrix Q always has 1 as an eigenvalue, the eigenvalue O of the restricted operator Q on g" can be arbitrarily small (and, hence, the optimal e can be arbitrarily large). Indeed, Q is nearly the zero operator on g' if the component populations in the mixture are nearly identical.
Suppose that the component populations in the mixture are "widely separated" in the sense that, for /', pi(xk)pi(Xk) p(x, ) 0 for k 1, ., N. Then O I and, hence, O and r must lie near 1. One concludes that, with probability 1 for large samples, the fastest uniform rate of local convergence of (5) is obtained for e near 1, and for the optimal e, Vq)(ff)= I-eO 0. Thus for mixtures whose component populations are widely separated, the optimal e is only slightly greater than 1, and rapid first-order local convergence of (5) to c7 can be expected for this e. Now suppose that two or more of the component populations in the mixture are nearly identical in the sense that, for some pair of distinct, nonzero indices and j, pi(Xk)" pj(Xk) for k 1,. ., N. Then O is nearly singular, and hence, r is near zero.
Consequently, the optimal e cannot be much smaller than 2. We remark that, if O is near 1 in this case, then the optimal e must lie near 2. Then the spectral radius of V (if) on is near 1, even for the optimal e, and it follows that slow first-order local convergence of (5) to ff can be expected in this case.
From the above considerations, one concludes that e < 1 always gives a suboptimal asymptotic rate of convergence. We also remark that experience indicates that care should be taken in choosing e greater than 1, at least initially, since the constraints could then be violated for a poor choice of the starting value ff(l. We feel that a rapid and reliable iterative procedure can be developed in which e is initially chosen to be 1 and then, after a number of iterations, modified once to speed up convergence near the maximum-likelihood estimate. Such a procedure would be especially useful when the component populations are not well separated.
